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ABSTRACT 
The monomials .z” form an orthogonal basis for the weighted Hardy Hilbert 
spaces. It is shown that versions of some natural operators defined on different 
weighted Hardy spaces are related (in the corresponding orthonormal bases) by a 
Hadamard product map. Cases in which the Hadamard multiplier is positive are 
established, and the results used to derive new norm and spectral information for 
operators on the weighted spaces from well-known information about operators on the 
usual (unweighted) Hardy space. 
Many operators associated with analytic functions have versions on each 
member of a family of Hilbert spaces. In this article, we show how the 
different versions of some of these operators are related by a positive 
Hadamard multiplier, and we show how to use known properties of an 
operator on one of these spaces and standard inequalities about Hadamard 
multipliers to establish similar properties of versions on other spaces. 
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Let Z’(N) denote the Hilbert space of sequences of complex numbers 
that are square summable; for sequences x =(x0, -rr, x2,. . .) and y in Z’(N), 
the inner product is given by 
(x,Y>= : xkGk> 
k=O 
and the norm is given by ]]x]ja = (x, x). The vectors ea = (LO, 0,. . .), e, = 
(0, LO,. . .I,. . . are a convenient orthonormal basis for Z”(N), and every 
bounded operator A (some unbounded ones, too) on Z’(N) has an associated 
infinite matrix Aij = (Aej, ej). [The Hilbert space Z2(N) is in the back- 
ground in all the discussions of this paper, and matrices for all operators will 
be with respect to this orthonormal basis.] We let U denote the unweighted 
unilateral shift on Z’(N) (that is, the operator CJ is given by uek = ek+r), and 
for a given bounded sequence of positive numbers wk, we let W denote the 
weighted unilateral shift given by We, = Wkek+,. We consider bounded 
sequences because 11 WI] = sup wk, and we consider positive sequences be- 
cause a weighted shift with arbitrary weights wk is unitarily equivalent to 
the shift with weights ]wk]. An easy calculation shows that W*e, = 0 and 
W*ek = wk_rek_i for k 2 1. Weighted shifts are well-studied, important 
operators for both theory and applications. 
Since all Hilbert spaces with countably infinite (orthogonal) dimension 
are “the same ” as Z’(N) from the point of view of Hilbert space theory, it 
might seem superfluous to discuss any other spaces. However, many interest- 
ing and important operators are motivated and better understood if we 
consider other presentations of Hilbert space. In an important class of these 
Hilbert spaces, the weighted Hardy spaces, the vectors are functions analytic 
on the open unit disk, D. 4 hmction analytic on the unit disk has a power 
series expansion f(z) = Cyf(k)zk that converges in the unit disk. A suitable 
sequence ~3 of positive numbers can be used to define an inner product on 
analytic functions by 
(f>g) = CfW 2(k) PW2, 
and the weighted Hardy space HP2 is 
HP” = {f: Ilfll; -1. 
None of the spaces Hi contains all functions holomorphic in the unit disk, 
but all contain the analytic polynomials as a dense linear subspace. More- 
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over, the monomials are an orthogonal set and we have ]]a”]] = /3(n). It 
follows that the correspondence e, - .z”/p(n) establishes an isometric 
isomorphism between Z’(N) and Hp”, 
The classical Hardy, Bergman, and Dirichlet spaces on the unit disk, 
usually defined by integrals, may be thought of in this way. The usual Hardy 
space Hz has norm defined by 
Ilfll” = ,li_y_ /02alf( r-d”) 1’ de/27 
and is the unweighted case /3(n) = 1. It follows from this definition and 
convergence theorems for integrals that Hz may be thought of as the closure 
of the analytic polynomials in L2 of the circle (with measure dO/2T), or as 
the L2 functions whose negative Fourier coefficients are all zero. From this 
point of view, H2 is obtained by projecting square integrable functions onto 
their analytic parts. The Bergman space has norm defined by 
Ilfll” = /I,’ f( x+iy)12dxdy/~ 
and is the case /3(n) = (n + 1)) 1’2. The Bergman space may be thought of as 
the closure of the analytic polynominals in the space L2(D, dA) of functions 
square integrable with respect to normalized area measure dA = dxdy/r 
and may be obtained by projecting these functions onto their analytic parts. 
The Dirichlet space has norm defined by 
and is the case P(n) = (n + 1)1’2. 
The usual Hardy space is associated with the shift U, and in his article on 
weighted shifts [lo], Sh’ Id h ie s s ows how a weighted shift W is associated 
with the weighted Hardy space Hp. 2 Indeed, the weighted shift W is the 
operator of multiplication by z on Hi, that is, f(z)+ ~$(.a), where P(n)= 
wow1 . . - w,_ 1. Operations defined in terms of functions, by composition 
with a fixed function (composition operators) or by multiplication by a 
function and projection back to an analytic function (Toeplitz operators), give 
natural operators that we expect would have closely related versions on each 
of these weighted spaces. For example, if rp is in Lm(dO/2r), that is, cp is a 
bounded Lebesgue measurable function on the unit circle, and has Fourier 
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series cp N CY,akeike, the Toeplitz operator T, is the operator on Z’(N) 
m 
defined by Tvej = CiCO ai_jei. For Toeplitz [12], these were matrices arising 
as quadratic forms coming from differential equations, but Toeplitz operators 
are best understood on Hz considered as the subspace of L2 of the circle 
consisting of the functions whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. There 
we think of them arising from multiplication and projection: cf (n) = Ff (n) 
- 
for n nonnegative, Z’J (n) = 0 for n negative. Less precisely, but more 
clearly, we have a Fourier-like series 
T,-a,l+ f [a,C;“+a_,(U*)“]. 
n=l 
The main result is that if llW\l < 1, the analogous weighted Toeplitz opera- 
tors 
V,*a,I+ 5 [a,W”+a_,(W*)n] 
n=l 
are well defined and llV,ll < Ilqllm. F rom this result, we derive corollaries 
analogous to standard results for the classical Toeplitz operators. These 
theorems give new proofs for some well-known results for Bergman Toeplitz 
operators with harmonic symbol. 
The technique for changing spaces developed here allows one to obtain 
new norm and spectral inequalities for Toeplitz and composition operators on 
weighted spaces from known norm and spectral information on other spaces. 
Although norm and spectral information is known in special cases for these 
operators (see, for example, [1,2,6,9,13]), little is known that applies to a 
wide class of examples. Shields and Wallen [ll] used a related technique to 
prove that the cornmutant of a weighted shift W is the strong operator closed 
algebra generated by W. 
To begin, we recall the definition and some theorems about Hadamard 
multipliers. 
DEFINITION. If A and B are complex matrices of the same size, the 
Hadamard product of A and B, denoted A - B, is the matrix C whose entries 
are cij = aijbij. 
This product is called the S&r product by some authors. The most basic 
result about the Hadamard product is the following theorem, usually at- 
tributed to Schur. 
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THEOREM 1 (Schur [8,4]). If A and B are positive (definite) matrices, 
tlaen A - B is also positive (definite). 
Hadamard multiplication by a fixed matrix defines a linear transformation 
on the vector space of matrices, and Schur’s theorem says that this transfor- 
mation preserves positivity when the multiplier is a positive matrix. When an 
orthonormal basis is chosen for a Hilbert space, this Hadamard multiplication 
gives a linear transformation on the algebra of bounded operators on the 
Hilbert space that is completely positive for positive multipliers (see V. I. 
Paulsen’s Completely Bounded Maps and Dilations [7] for a survey). 
THEOREM 2 [7, p. 311. Zf B represents a bounded operator and A is a 
positive matrix with sup(a,,) = (Y < m, then A - B represents a bounded opera- 
tor and 
IIA - WI G 4IW 
Let R be a linear transformation of the space of analytic polynomials into 
the space of formal power series: 
Rzj = f rijzi, 
i = 0
where the sum on the right is regarded as a formal power series. Let H be a 
Hilbert space for which {.z”}~=~ is an orthogonal basis, and let 
be the corresponding orthonormal basis. The linear transformation R induces 
an operator (possibly unbounded) on H and with respect to this basis, its 
matrix is 
(R)ij=(Rej)i= R ( (jfJjzi))i= (rij(&)zi)i=rij$' 
Stating this formally, recalling that llzjlj = p(j) in Hi, we obtain the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Suppose R is a linear transformation of the space of analytic 
polynomials into the space of formal power series that induces the operator A 
on the weighted Hardy space Hi and the operator B on the weighted Hardy 
space Hl. Then the matrices for the operators A and B satisfy 
B= M-A, 
where the entries of M are given by 
HiM_i> 
mij = p(j)cy(i) 
To use this observation 
positivity of the multiplier 
following easy lemma. 
with Theorem 1 or 2, we need to show the 
matrix. The positivity proof depends on the 
LEMMA 4. Let G be the n X n L-shaped matrix 
/Yl Y2 Y3 *.- Yn \ 
Yn Y2 Y3 *.- Yn 
G= Y3 Y3 Y3 "' y" 
. . . . 
. . . 
. . . 
\Y* Y, Yn .** i 
I 
Then G is positive if and only if Y1 2 Yz Z Y3 > * * ’ a Y,, a 0. 
Proof. The diagonal entries of a positive matrix are all nonnegative. If 
the monotonicity condition is not met, say yj < yj+r, it is easily checked that 
the 2x2 principal submatrix 
has a strictly negative eigenvalue. 
We prove the converse by induction. Clearly, the result is true for n = 1. 
Suppose the result has been proved for n = k. Given a (k + 1) x (k + 1) 
L-shaped matrix as above, let G’ = G - yk+ rJ where J is the matrix all of 
whose entries are 1’s. Now G’ is the direct sum of a zero matrix and an 
L-shaped matrix that is positive by the induction hypothesis. Since yk+ 1 J is 
a multiple of an orthogonal projection, it follows that G = G’ + yk+ J is 
positive. n 
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THEOREM 5. Let M be the n X n matrix, for n a positive integer M 
infinity, with 
pi/pj for i&j, 
pj/p, for <j 
where the pi are positive. Then M is positive $and only zjp, > p, > * . . > 0. 
Proof. If the monotonicity condition is not met, say pj < pj+ ,, it is 
easily checked that the 2X2 principal submatrix 
I 
1 
Pj+l 
\ pj 
has a strictly negative eigenvalue. 
On the other hand, suppose that 
Pj+l ’ 
P j 
1 
I 
p,>p,> ... > 0. For n a positive 
integer, it is easy to see that M = G - H, where 
I 
Pl P, P3 *.. P" 
P, P2 P3 ... P, 
G = P3 P3 P3 --* Pn 
I 
. . . . . . 
P” P, Pn 
and 
H= 
111 
--- 
Pl Pl Pl 
11 1 
--- 
P, P2 P2 
111 
--- 
Pl P2 P3 
'1 '1 '1 
--- 
Pl P2 P3 
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The lemma shows that G and H are both positive, and Schur’s theorem 
implies that A4 is positive. 
Since an infinite matrix is positive if and only if its finite comers are 
positive, the result follows. n 
We are now ready to prove the theorem on weighted Toeplitz operators 
mentioned above. Precisely, V, is the operator defined by V,ej = X7+ bijei 
where bij = ~,_~P(i>/p(j) f or i > j and bij = ~,_~p(j)/p(i) for i < j, that 
is. 
for M as in Theorem 5 with pi = p(i - 1). The best-known examples are the 
harmonic Toeplitz operators on the Bergman space [where p(n) = (n + 
l>-“‘]. In this case, 
where P is the orthogonal projection of L’(D, dA) onto the Bergman space 
and $ is the harmonic function on D with boundary values cp, that is, V, is 
the Bergman Toeplitz operator with symbol 4. On the Bergman space, of 
course, Theorem 6 has an easy function theoretic proof based on the 
observations that ll+~ll~ = (Iq(Im and that, when cp is in H”, the set of bounded 
measurable functions on the circle whose negative Fourier coefficients are 
zero, 4 is the analytic function in D whose Taylor coefficients are the 
Fourier coefficients of cp. 
THEOREM 6. Zf W a weighted with 1) II< 1 and cp a bounded 
function on unit circle, V, is bounded operator 
f ll4ollcw 
if cp in H”, the spectrum V, satisfies 
a&) c G(D) . 
Proof. Since 11 WI/ < 1, the weights satisfy 0 < w,, < 1, so that 
P,-, = P(n) > w,P(n) = P(n + 1) = P,. 
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Note that the diagonal entries of A4 are all 1. This means that M is positive, 
and by Theorem 2 and standard results on Toeplitz operators [2] 
IIVJ = IIM-TJI G llT,ll = IIPL 
It is easily checked that for functions cp and I(, in H”, we have VPV+ = V,# 
and V, - Al = VcP_-hj. 
(T, - AI)_’ = 
Thus, for rp in H” and A not in 4(D), the identity 
T (~_-hj-~ and the above inequality imply that (V, - AZ)-’ is 
bounded. It follows that for cp in H”, we have a(V,) C@(D) . n 
COROLLARY. 
Theorem 6 allows us to determine in what sense the operator series 
represents the operator. Recall that if 9 is a bounded measurable function on 
the circle with Fourier series cp - CY,ake”ke, the Cesaro means of cp are the 
trigonometric polynominals 
u,(e”) = i a, + ncltn - k)(akeike + a_ke-ike 
i 4 
. 
1 
Standard results about Cesaro means (see, for example, [3, p. 191) say that 
jla,]lm Q ]]q]lm for each rr and that the sequence a,, converges to cp in the 
weak star topology on L”. For a weighted shift W, denoting by u,,(W) the 
operator 
U,(W) = i a,1 + ‘il (n - k)[ akWk + a_k(W*)“] 
i 
, 
1 I 
Theorem 6 implies Ilu,,(W)ll Q Ijql(m f or each n. This, together with compact- 
ness of the unit ball in the set of bounded operators on l’(N) with respect to 
the weak operator topology, implies that the set of operators {u,(W) : n E N} 
has an accumulation point. On the other hand, it is easily seen that 
)ym (u,(W)ej, ei) = (V,ej, ei> 
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for each i and j, so V’ is the only possible accumulation point of the operator 
sequence. Thus, the series represents V, in an analogous way to that in 
which the Fourier series represents cp. More precisely, we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY. of W is a weighted shift with 11 W 11 < 1 and cp is a bounded 
measurable function on the unit circle, then the sequence of operator Cesciro 
means u,,(W) converges to V, in the weak operator topology. 
Similar and stronger results hold for the special case in which lim,, ~13 W, 
= 1 and the Fourier series for cp converges absolutely, since then T, - V, is 
compact. 
These techniques can be applied to certain composition operators also. 
DEFINITION. For 7 analytic in the unit disk such that v(D) c D and 
q(O) = 0, let Ct denote the composition operator on Hi defined by C$Z~) 
= q-“. 
It is easily seen that for each positive integer n, the subspace KE = z”Hi 
is invariant for Ct. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose Hz and Hi are such that 
P(j)/4j) 2 P(j +l)/a(j +I) 
forj=O,1,2 ,.... Then 
fm all n. 
Proof. For each n, 
where M is as in Theorem 5 for pj = /3( j + n - l)/cx( j + n - 1). The first 
inequality follows from Theorem 2. The special form of M implies that the 
map A * M-A is unital and multiplicative on the lower triangular matrices. 
Since the composition operators in question have lower triangular matrices, 
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the invertibility of <Ct - hZ)l,: implies <Ct - AZ)(,e is formally invertible 
and the norm equality shows that the inverse is bounded. n 
COROLLARY. Suppose p(O) > p(l) > > (2) 2 . * . . Then 
IIC~II Q 1, 
and if C, is compact on the usual Hardy space H”, then C$ is compact also. 
Proof. Take a(j) = 1 in the theorem. Since n(O) = 0 implies IIC,iII < 1 
for Hz, the norm inequality follows. If C, is compact on H2, then jIC~I& 
-+ 0 as n +w, and this implies I(C!J,;(J -+ 0, which means Ct is compact. n 
Other results for composition operators on H” generalize for these 
spaces; for example, results regarding the spectrum [5], spectral radius [I], 
and essential norm [9] for operators whose symbol satisfies ~(0) = 0 have 
immediate analogues. Moreover, if the composition operators whose symbols 
are inner linear fractional transformations are bounded on the space Hi, then 
these results will further generalize to the case in which 17 has a fixed point 
in D. Indeed, for these spaces and for H2, the operators for which 17 has a 
fixed point in D are similar to operators with ~(0) = 0. 
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